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RealMe: Nationalised Online ID System in New Zealand

Well ladies and gentlemen it’s here thanks to the
New World Order and its radical laws under
Agenda 21, set to control a wide range of resources.
This includes a worldwide identification system
in different countries such as the USA, UK, Australia,
New Zealand, and India. RealMe will affect everyone
rich or poor; including you!
RealMe is a fully operational Online ID for everyone, and of course Work and Income1 have gladly been the first ones to implement
this ID from its inception, forcing everyone who wants an online account to sign up.
Below is a screen shot of the RealMe application landing page on the New Zealand Post website at: www.nzpost.co.nz
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“The New Zealand government and New Zealand Post have created the RealMe service to help solve this problem. RealMe is the
easy and secure way to prove who you are online. It will soon make applying for things on the internet simpler, faster, and easier with
participating organisations”.
Below is a screen shot of part of the RealMe home page at: www.realme.govt.nz

To the un-aware mind, this all sounds great! Who wouldn’t love a much simpler way for proving who you are online nationwide?
All perks aside, warning bells should be ringing in your ears. This sounds like the same thing that Nazi Germany was doing back in the
40’s, yet this ID is very similar to the American biometrics system that will identify who I am, to many organisations, institutions, banks
and more - according to the official organisation list3 on the RealMe website.
Below is a screen shot of the RealMe application landing page on the New Zealand Post website at: nzpost.co.nz

Our government has made
this “thing” appear without
any official warning or
transparency, however
stated by a RealMe article4
this is all in aid of the new
‘Anti-Laundering’ bill that
has been passed.
This ID system has only
just begun, yet by the end
of the year we will see it
being more fully
implemented and could
even be used as ID in
offline measures and In
light of the latest NSA
Whistleblowing, it is safe to
say this ID cannot be
proven to be 100% secure.
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“1. If in the future, you want to apply
for something online, like a bank loan,
the bank will need to know who you
are.
2. You login to the RealMe service
and tell RealMe you want to share
your details with the bank.
3. Your identity data is securely
stored by the existing, official
organisation. RealMe sends an
instant request to this organisation
asking it to share your identity data
with the bank. RealMe never stores
the information you share. It simply
acts as a gatekeeper.
4. The bank now immediately knows
who you are, and can get on with
processing your application.
The RealMe service meets the Electronic Identity Verification Act's strict guidelines. A team of experts at the New Zealand
government’s Department of Internal Affairs and New Zealand Post designed and implemented the system to ensure the security and
privacy of your personal information.”
In light of this ID it seems that not a lot of people in New Zealand are aware of it, or perhaps not aware enough, to figure out how evil
this thing really is. Will you take the Red or Blue Pill? The choice is yours.

www.wakeupkiwi.com/news-articles.shtml#realme or http://truth4israelnz.wordpress.com
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